


















































which   are   otherwise   difficult   to   interrogate   spectroscopically   for   certain   biologically   highly 
important   oxidation   states  (for   example  Zn(II)   and  Cu(I))   [Cri08].    The  underlying  physics   is 
basically the same as for NMR on stable isotopes. This is a considerable advantage because over the 







project.   Furthermore,   it   would   allow   for  measurements   of   spectroscopic   properties   (shielding 
tensors   and   electric   field   gradients)   in   proteins   containing   closed   shell   probe   ions   that   are 
spectroscopically silent in most other standard techniques, except for X­ray and nuclear techniques, 
vide infra. Finally, if the project is successful, it is expected to attract additional life­scientists to 
















where  we   only  want   to   see   a   general   effect   of   the   quadrupole   interaction.   In   a   longer   time 








protein   (typically   in   the  ms   range,   depending  on   the  protein   concentration)   before   the   spin   is 
depolarized.
We would like to conduct the following tests at the beta­NMR setup of the COLLAPS collaboration 

















































In  total,  we ask for 6+2.5 online shifts  with  29,31Mg beams using standard UCx  target and laser 
ionization. 
The tests can be performed in two parts:

















Isotope Half­life Spin  Beta asymmetry Target Ion source Yield
29Mg 1.3s 3/2 2­2.5 % UCx RILIS 1.2x106 µ C­1
31Mg 230ms 1/2 7­8 % UCx RILIS 1.5x105 µ C­1
        
        Table 2. Summary of beam request.
Task shifts
1­4 1+5 shifts
5­6 (1)*+2.5 shifts
* is separate from tasks 1­4
Total: 8.5 (or 9.5)
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